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1. Introduction
Personnel economics is the application of simple economic principles to the field of
human resources management. The goal of personnel economics is to find underlying
economic principles of human resource management strategies under varying institutional and competitive environments. Personnel economics is not only a promising research field, but it can also serve as a guideline or manual for practitioners because it
gives reliable rules, predictions and prescriptions for human resource management.
Personnel economics as a research field has rapidly grown over the last one or two
decades and several factors have fostered and initiated this development (cf. BackesGellner 1996; Lazear 1995; Lazear 1998).
First, there are the inherent shortcomings of traditional, often eclectic research on
human resources management. The questions that have been asked in traditional human resource management were always very interesting and central to business, but
the answers were often vague or nebulous and theoretically not convincing but unsatisfactory. One of the consequences was that personnel managers traditionally did not
play a central role among high level managers – despite the fact that modern companies always proclaimed that human resources management is the most important part
of their business because people are the most important asset of the organisation. As a
result people coming from human resources very rarely ended up being the CEO of a
company – they come from finance, marketing, or any other field, but almost never
from human resources (Backes-Gellner/Krings 1997; Lazear 2001). One of the reasons is that traditional human resources management has not given a solid theoretical
and/or empirical foundation for the rules and strategies of personnel managers. It was
too vague and too speculative. Contrarily, personnel economics is rigorous in its theoretical analysis and much more precise, and personnel economics is backed up heavily
by empirical analyses, using advanced econometric tools that allow to disentangle all
kinds of interfering effects of various human resource policies.
Second, in the last decade, there have been important developments and breakthroughs within the field of personnel economics, which have made personnel economics a much more attractive field for researchers analyzing human resource management. New theories based on institutional and behavioural economics and new
empirical methods and data sets are now available. Today, there are better ways to
theoretically analyze reasons and consequences of various human resource management practices, to understand what it actually is that drives and motivates employees,
and what it is that causes organisations to be successful or to fail. Also, there are now
excellent data sets available to test the theories that often have been laid out many
years ago. And the evidence produced by the new data and methods is strongly supportive of the hypotheses that have been derived from personnel economics. This is
not only reassuring for researchers, but it also suggests that practitioners can actually
rely on the ideas because they are born out in the data (Lazear 2001).
To demonstrate how personnel economics analyzes human resource management
issues and what the theoretical and empirical results look like, it is enlightening to look
at some examples. Of course, this can only be done very briefly, due to restrictions of
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space. So, for detailed information the interested reader has to consult the original papers and further literature (cf. Lazear 2003).

2. Training Strategies of Companies in an International Comparison –
the Role of National Institutions and Strategic Decisions
International comparisons of training strategies often concentrate on formal training
and observe significant and stable differences between companies operating in different countries. Well known is the discussion about the determinants and the consequences of the so called low-skill equilibrium in England as opposed to the high-skill
equilibrium in Germany (Finegold/Soskice 1988; Marsden/Ryan 1991).1 The reason
for such differences is seen in varying national regulations of initial vocational education and training systems. The German dual system of vocational education seems to
guarantee high company investments in initial vocational training. The English Training “System” did not seem to encourage high company investments (Steedman/
Wagner 1989; Green/Steedman 1997; Walsh 1997). 2 On the other hand, product
markets and production technologies become more and more globalized. Therefore,
one would expect converging human capital investments of companies even in different countries in order to remain competitive on globalized markets. Backes-Gellner
(1995) introduces an economic model of a company’s training decision and shows
how the institutional environment as well as product market characteristics and production strategies determine a single company’s training decision. She uses data from
an in-depth-study of 82 companies in four industries and four countries to test the
model and its implications. It can be shown that companies following flexible specialization strategies develop significantly higher training activities than companies with
mass production. Companies competing under spot market conditions develop significantly higher training activities than companies embedded in idiosyncratic product
market relations. As regards formal initial training activities the empirical results confirm well known results of previous studies: German companies employ the highest
share of apprentices per employee, followed by British and then French companies. A
comparison of the share of skilled workers among all workers leads to a contradictory
picture: the share of skilled workers is highest in French companies, followed by English and German Companies. The share of workers participating in further training in
French and to a lesser extent in English companies, is significantly higher than in
German companies. The results are similar for systematic job rotation. Obviously,
there is not only one (the German) way, to “produce” skilled workers, but there seem
to be effective alternatives. Further training seems to be a functional equivalent to initial training. As regards the share of workers who are able to carry out a specified list
of vocational skills, there are no national differences. However, significant differences
exist between companies with varying market conditions and varying production
strategies. Overall, the results support the hypothesis that economic models are ade1

2

Prais (1981: 47) even quotes Marshall (1919: 130) saying “All the world has much to learn
from German methods of education”.
However, Wagner/O’Mahony/Paulssen (1997) see already first signs for a rapidly improving level of qualifications in British companies.
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quate to describe companies’ training decisions. Such models have the advantage that
they clearly show how institutional influences and market forces as well as strategic
decisions act together to produce a specific training strategy. This in turn helps to find
out how e.g. politically induced changes in a vocational training system will influence
the amount and the kind of companies training activities. From an international perspective it is clearly shown that different training measures are functionally equivalent
to working with a skilled workforce. Therefore, international comparisons should no
longer look at formal or certified training activities only. They should pursue a broader
view in order to get a realistic picture of the competitiveness of companies. Furthermore, political discussions should no longer concentrate on improving initial vocational education. Surely, the well regulated German dual system once more proved to
be competitive. However, the (more or less voluntary) further training strategies of
French companies proved to be successful as well. In a world where technological innovations and skills become obsolete ever quicker, the competence to repair skill deficiencies and thereby to cope with constant change and ever changing skill requirements may become a competitive advantage. If companies like French companies,
have already developed routines to compensate for all kinds of occurring skill deficiencies they should be well prepared for those future challenges. Furthermore, one
can expect that their employees will also have only few problems in accepting ongoing
change and constant further training requirements and will probably easier adjust to
the needs of lifelong learning. French workers for example are used to go through ongoing training to become a skilled worker, whereas for German workers the successful
completion of an apprenticeship was more or less a guarantee for a lifelong skilled
works position. Therefore, the main challenge for German vocational education and
training institutions is to motivate companies as well as employees to rethink. Dual
Vocational Education is still a major success factor and should be preserved. However, it will no longer be sufficient to rely on initial training. In future, significantly
more emphasis should be laid on building up a similarly successful institutional framework for further training (Backes-Gellner 1995).

3. Recruiting of Employees, Employer Signaling and Labour Shortage
Skilled employees have always been important for the competitive advantage of firms,
but even more so in the last decades. Globalization and ongoing technological innovation foster the substitution of unskilled labour by skilled labour. Thus, there is an ever
increasing demand for skilled labour while at the same time supply decreases steadily.
In the year 2001 approximately twenty per cent of the job offers for skilled workers in
Germany remained vacant and forecasts for the years to come are even worse
(Schmidtke 2001a; Kölling 2001: 512). Given these developments, recruitment and retention of skilled workers will be one of the major challenges for human resources
management. However, the ability to fill job vacancies is not evenly distributed among
firms. Empirical studies on a disaggregated level show that there are substantial and
stable variations across firms (Holzer 1994: 17ff; Schmidtke 2001a: 10), but there is a
notable lack of theoretical or empirical work to explain such patterns. 3 Firm-level
3

See Schmidtke (2001b: 21ff) for details.
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analyses of job vacancy rates have been almost non-existent. One rather obvious economic explanation would be that varying job vacancy rates are due to mismatches between skill requirements and workers’ skills. Inter-firm variations in job vacancy rates
would then be a result of systematic inter-firm differences in skill requirements. However, empirical results for Germany do not support such an explanation: even if the
skill structure in job offers is held constant, there are still substantial differences in recruitment success (Schmidtke 2001b). Another rather simple economic explanation
would be that differences in job vacancy rates are due to wage differentials, but here
again the data do not seem to support the hypothesis: c.p. job vacancies are not only
observed in low wage firms but also in high wage firms. So, there remains a puzzle
which Schmidtke/Backes-Gellner (2002) try to solve. They present a new theoretical
explanation and empirical evidence to explain inter-firm differences in job vacancy
rates and show how single firms gain a competitive advantage when recruiting on tight
labour markets. They reverse Michael Spence’s (1973) original idea of labour market
signaling to explain the relative recruitment success of firms. Where Spence argues
that in job markets the employer is uninformed about the productive capabilities of an
applicant and that his decision has to be modelled under uncertainty, they argue that
the employee is faced with similar information problems when searching for a job and
that his job choice decision may be fruitfully modelled within the same, but reversed
framework. So, Schmidtke/Backes-Gellner (2002) use personnel economics theories
to explain why labour shortage is unequally distributed among firms and what kind of
firms will be more or less successful in getting their share of skilled labour. Whereas, a
vast amount of psychological and marketing papers has shown that non-observable
job and company characteristics are crucial for employees’ choices of a particular
workplace or firm, the question on how employees collect reliable information on
these non-observable characteristics remained unsolved. Schmidtke/Backes-Gellner
(2002) argue that employees use signals as a proxy for the unobservable characteristics. They test there hypotheses with a company data set of approximately 700 firms.
The results of tobit estimates of job vacancy rates support their basic hypothesis: inter-firm differences in job vacancy rates can be explained by a reversed signaling
model. Favourable job characteristics are communicated to potential employees via
observable characteristics that are used by companies as reliable signals of the unobserved job quality. The advantage of explaining job vacancy rates with a reversed signaling model is that it helps to identify variables which would otherwise not be considered to be important or which would be assumed to have a different effect on job
vacancies. The existence of apprenticeships for example does not seem to be important for the recruitment of skilled workers since they already finished an apprenticeship and cannot expect direct positive returns. However, with the reversed signaling
model it is obvious why apprenticeships could still be important. Additionally, it is
worth noting that those non-observable characteristics are more important than wages
and fringe benefits since they have significant effects on job vacancy rates whereas
wages and fringe benefits become insignificant as soon as the influence of the nonobservable job attributes is controlled for. For human resources management this in
turn means that those observable characteristics should not only be evaluated by the
returns they generate within their own policy field (apprenticeships e.g. should not
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only be evaluated by the increased productivity of apprentices), but also by their effect
within other personnel policy fields (i.e. by the reduction of the job vacancy rate due
to an improved acceptance rate when recruiting on tight labour markets), which is
dealt with in the so called complementarities literature (cf. Ichniowski/Shaw 2003,
Ballot et al. 2001, Boning et al. 2001).

4. Career Incentives and Research Output: Publication Patterns of US
and German Professors
Research productivity is not constant over the lifetime of a researcher. It fluctuates
substantially and seems to follow a typical pattern. After the dissertation productivity
first increases, then there is a first decline after a few years of work and another decline towards the end of the career. Lehmann (1953, 1958, 1966) was among the first
to systematically analyze such patterns by using cross sectional data. He studied the relation between age and scientifc productivity and found that a sharp productivity increase at the beginning is followed by a decline in the rest of a researcher’s career. The
age of maximum output differs somewhat from discipline to discipline and is located
at the age of 30 to 45 (for similar patterns across many disciplines cf. Cole (1979) and
Dennis (1956)). Some recent studies also confirm these results for todays economists:
productivity rises at the beginning and declines towards the end of the career
(Kenny/Studley 1995; Hutchinson/Zivney 1995; Oster/Hamermesh 1998; Buchmueller/Dominitz/Hansen 1999). If one looks at organisational correlates, resp. human resource management strategies Goodwin/Sauer (1995) and Hutchinson/Zivney (1995)
find a decline in publication output of researchers after tenure has been granted, and
Mahoney/Ready (1997) find that tenured economists publish less articles in refereed
journals and proceedings than economists without tenure. In a recent paper
Coupe/Smeets/Warzynski (2003) show a correlation of promotion incentives and
output of economists. They show that according to tournament theory effort of assistant and associate professors increase if the wage differentials between full professorship and associate professors are higher. Based on a sample of longitudinal data for
112 economists and business economist in the US and 189 in Germany they calculated
lifecycle publication patterns and found again very similar patterns (cf. SchlinghoffBackes-Gellner 2004). They argue that research productivity is driven by a combination of incentives and skills, both of which depend on institutional characteristics of
national university systems and their respective career paths. The paper includes a
theoretical model to explain varying shapes of lifecycle productivity profiles based on
relative incentives to invest in skills or to produce output. It analyzes how these incentives differ with variations in the institutional environment of the researcher. They
look at Germany with a traditional European career system for researchers and the US
with its well-known tenure based career system. Although, these two systems look
quite different in nature they still have some functional equivalents which are often
overlooked but make them an ideal pair for comparison. Based on the theoretical
model of Schlinghoff/Backes-Gellner (2004) and the institutional details of the two
countries they derive empirically testable hypotheses on similarities and differences in
individual productivity profiles within and across countries.
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Their results are that variations in research productivity over the lifecycle are
driven by a combination of incentives and skills, both of which depend on institutional characteristics of national university systems and their respective career paths.
On the one hand career publication patterns of US and German researchers are determined by the same basic mechanism: there are incentives to publish provided by
promotion tournaments which results in increased publication outputs in time periods
preceding a promotion and a decline in time periods after a promotion. On the other
hand they identify some striking differences between US and German researchers
which can be related to particular differences in the design of the career paths of
researchers. Firstly, skill acquisition is more important for German researchers in the
screening period since the first promotion decision is dominated by a qualification requirement, the so called Habilitation. Secondly, German researchers lack a second major career step in comparison to US researchers for whom the promotion to full professor is almost as important as the promotion to associate professor. Reappointments
in the German university system offer comparatively low gains and are thereby not attractive enough to induce researchers to increase their effort significantly. For US researchers the situation is different. Their research output is significantly higher prior
to a promotion to full professor indicating that this promotion provides an effective
incentive to increase research output.
Researchers react to promotion criteria by adjusting their production and investment behaviour. For a promotion to a US full professor and for a first appointment to
a German professor publications in the respective top journals were most important
in the period studied. As a reaction researchers who compete in these tournaments
have a strong incentive to produce publications in the respective top journals and this
is exactly what is observed. Since in the last years the promotion criteria of German
economists and business economists started to change substantially towards a greater
importance of publications in international journals one should expect the publication
behaviour of young researchers to adjust accordingly, meaning that one should expect
a significantly higher amount of publications in international journals in the near future.

5. Team Size and Effort in Start-Up-Teams –
a Consequence of Free-Riding and Peer Pressure in Partnerships
Start-Up-Teams are almost always small and very often consist of no more than three
members. So the question arises why this is the case. Backes-Gellner/Mohnen/
Werner (2004) argue that founders choose the size of their start-up-team in order to
economize on the effort costs of teams. Based on personnel economics insights they
develop a model to analyse the relationship between effort and team size. Economic
theory states on the one hand that a person who partly owns a firm chooses the efficient effort level to maximise the value of his or her firm. (Jensen/Meckling 1976). On
the other hand, partnerships like any other team may be faced with free-riding problems since partnerships use profit sharing plans to avoid shirking, but each partner
only receives 1/N of the benefit created by their additional efforts. So the individual
partner has an incentive to work less than the efficient level. However, Kandel/Lazear
(1992) argue that free-riding may be successfully counterbalanced by peer pressure, i.e.
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an action taken by one of the partners that raises the cost of a reduction in individual
effort to the other partners. Backes-Gellner/Mohnen/Werner (2004) argue, that for
the joint effect of free-riding and peer pressure the number of partners is an important
issue, because not only the free rider effect depends on N but also the peer pressure
effect. While the effort level decreases in N due to the free-rider effect, it increases in
N due to the peer pressure effect (given a few well specifiable circumstances). Analyzing the typical situation in start-ups they argue, that effort should be concave in N
with a maximum at a relatively small team size. Although there is quite an extensive
literature on peer pressure and free-riding in partnerships or on start-up teams, the
joint effect of free-riding and peer pressure depending on partnership size has never
been analysed – despite some rather obvious facts that should raise these questions.
There are typical patterns in size of ownership teams, e.g. medical practices are usually
small whereas consulting firms are very often large. In contrast, if one does not look at
established companies but at newly founded firms, the teams are usually very small,
independent of the industry sector. This should be particularly surprising since over
and over again empirical analyses have shown that financial as well as working hour
constraints are two of the major problem of start-ups. Both problems could easily be
solved, with an increase in the number of partners. However, what one observes are
small start-up teams, even in cases where those problems are severe. A first empirical
result pointing at the problems of teams that might rise with size is found in the empirical study of Brüderl/Preisendörfer/Ziegler (1996: 188f.). They find that the proportion of start-up firms with strong interpersonal conflicts rises in N and they argue
that it is due to personal conflicts about working hours. Cooper/Gascon/Javier (1995)
find, that despite some very obvious advantages of team start-ups their survival is not
higher then that of single person foundations. Personal conflicts again are assumed to
be the reason. However, these personal conflicts do not suffice to explain the huge
differences between the number of partners in start-up firms and established partnerships. Backes-Gellner/Mohnen/Werner (2004) assume that unlike established partnerships, founder teams are characterized by a particular communication structure between the team members and by a close and steady personal interaction. Founders in
the service sector typically work in one or a few offices side by side; in manufacturing
they may start in a garage, a big hall or small lab. Due to this spatial closeness and the
requirement to continually take fast and often fundamental decisions, they constantly
interact (informal, formal or random) and stay in close personal contact. BackesGellner/Mohnen/Werner (2004) build on this special feature of start-up teams and
analyse its impact on peer pressure and the joint effect of peer pressure and free-riding
depending on the size of start-up teams. Thus, it is argued that the strength of peer
pressure depends on the “monitoring technology” used in teams. Unlike many established partnership, start-ups are characterized by close personal and frequent interactions which in turn lead to a strong peer pressure effect that heavily increases with the
first additional partners added, levelling off with every additional partner very soon.
Their aim is to analyze how peer pressure and free-riding influence the effort decisions in start-up teams, particularly with regard to the impact of team size on effort.
Kandel/Lazear (1992) argue that free-riding may be counterbalanced by peer pressure.
In their paper the level of peer pressure is exogenous and not dependent on N.
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Backes-Gellner/Mohnen/Werner (2004) in contrast argue in their paper that peer
pressure depends on N. Therefore, effort depends on N, i.e. the individual effort of
each member of the team is a function of N. To analyze the effect of free-riding as
opposed to peer pressure, they first regard the simple case of a single person venture:
neither a free-rider effect nor a peer pressure effect exists. Then they look at a venture
with two or more partners: both effects exist and interact and result in an optimal effort for each partner. Absent specific assumptions taking into account the typical
situation in start-ups it is not obvious whether peer pressure dominates free-riding or
vice versa. Thus, Backes-Gellner/Mohnen/Werner (2004) introduce several start-upassumptions and thereby model the two diverging effects of team size on the effort of
partners in start-up teams. They test their theoretical implications based on an empirical study of 790 start ups in and around Cologne. They use several econometric models to analyse the relationship between effort and team size. As a dependent variable
they use the actual weekly working hours a founder works in his or her start-up. The
major explanatory variable in our model is a start-up’s team size, which was operationalised by the number of partners who founded the new venture. The results clearly
show a significant concave relationship between team size and individual effort, i.e. effort increases with the number of founders up to a particular team size but then decreases
with additional founders. A maximum level of effort is observed with approximately
three individuals founding a new business. To conclude, Kandel/Lazear (1992)
showed that free-riding and peer pressure have a counterbalancing effect on the effort
level in partnerships. However, the magnitude of both effects was unclear as well as
the overall effect on individual effort. Backes-Gellner/Mohnen/Werner (2004) assume that the magnitude of both effects depends on the size of the team and present
a model to analyze the joint effect of freeriding and peer pressure in start-up teams.
They show that given the particular mutual monitoring technology in start-up-teams
there should be an optimal team size with regard to effort. Unlike many established
partnerships, start-ups are characterized by close personal relationships and frequent
interactions which in turn lead to a strong peer pressure effect that increases with the
first additional partners added, but levelling off with every additional partner very
soon. They test their model based on a large data set on start-up-teams in and around
Cologne and find that individual effort of founders varies significantly with team size
and that effort is concave in N. And they clearly identify a maximum effort which is
on average given with three team members.

6. Entrepreneurial Signaling: Success Factor for Innovative Start-Ups
Innovative start-ups and their respective market partners are faced with severe problems of asymmetric information due to their lack of prior production history and
reputation. Backes-Gellner/Werner (2004) study whether entrepreneurial signaling can
help solve these problems and thereby increase the potential success of innovative
start-ups. They concentrate their analysis on the credit and labour market because they
are crucial for the success of innovative start-ups and focus on the role of educational
signals. They argue that entrepreneurs signal their quality to potential employees and
creditors with certain characteristics of their educational history. According to their
theoretical considerations they expect potential employees to use an entrepreneur's
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university degree as a quality signal when deciding whether to accept a job at an innovative start-up. And they expect banks to use a more precise indicator, namely the actual length of study in relation to a standard length, as a signal when deciding upon
credits for an innovative founder. However, since asymmetric information problems
and skill requirements are different for traditional start-ups they do not expect employees or banks to use the same signals for traditional start-ups. They empirically test
their implications based on a dataset of more than 700 German start-ups collected in
1998/99.
According to personnel economics theories Backes-Gellner/Werner (2004) argue
that for innovative start-ups, compared to traditional start-ups, there is no prior history on similar production or business processes; so their ex ante default risk is higher
than for traditional enterprises; and there is no reputation due to company history or
prior ties. As a result, innovative start-ups, and their respective market partners are
faced with severe asymmetric information problems. Backes-Gellner/Werner (2004)
focus on whether and what kind of entrepreneurial signaling can help solve or substantially reduce these information problems and thereby increase the potential success of innovative start-ups. As in the standard labour market-signaling model developed by Spence (1973), they focus on educational signals and assume that not only
employees but also entrepreneurs credibly signal their quality with certain characteristics of their educational history. However, as Spence shows, educational characteristics
must meet certain conditions to become a valid and credible signal. Therefore, it has
to be analyzed firstly what kinds of capabilities are particularly required to run an innovative start-up and what kind of educational career requires these same capabilities
(first condition). In a second step, it has to be analyzed what aspect of an educational
career guarantees a sufficiently negative correlation between the cost of acquiring the
signal and the quality of the innovative founder so as to guarantee a separating equilibrium (second condition). Finally, the kind of information that is available to the market partners has to be studied. Backes-Gellner/Werner (2004) conclude that potential
employees will use a university degree as a quality signal if they have to decide whether
to accept a job at an innovative start-up, and banks will use a more precise indicator,
namely the length of study, as a credible signal when deciding upon credit for an innovative founder. Additionally, banks will use the patents a founder holds as a signal
for the quality of his or her innovative start-up. Furthermore, since asymmetric information and skill requirements are different for traditional start-ups, they do not expect
employees or banks to use the same signals when deciding upon a job or credit in a
traditional start-up. They test their assumptions using a dataset of more than 700 startups in and around Cologne collected in 1998/99. Consistent with what they expected,
they find that innovative – and only innovative – founders holding a university degree
have a lower percentage of overloaded workers, indicating that they have fewer problems attracting enough qualified employees. Also consistent with their theoretical
model, they find that innovative – and only innovative – founders experience fewer
problems obtaining the credit they initially need to start their venture if they finished
their university degree in less than a standard number of years. Furthermore, if an innovative founder holds a patent, it also makes it easier for them to obtain credit. Since
holding a patent does not reduce credit problems for traditional start-ups, one can
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conclude that patents are not a matter of property rights and market protection, but
more a signal for the founder’s overall entrepreneurial capabilities, particularly in an
innovative environment.
To conclude, Backes-Gellner/Werner (2004) show that entrepreneurial signaling
is obviously a powerful instrument in overcoming typical problems of asymmetric information for innovative start-ups, which has so far hardly been studied. The dearth
of studies is mostly due to a lack of adequate data. They present a unique database
covering not only a wide variety of variables on the newly founded enterprises but
also on the founder and his or her educational, labour market, and personal history.
The database allows to empirically study the effects of entrepreneurial signaling. One
of the main results is that a university degree and length of study are important signals,
particularly for innovative founders. Therefore, contrary to what popular discussion
might suggest, finishing an education with a degree is necessary especially for innovative founders. During the boom years of the new market, many students in Germany
(and elsewhere) considered it a waste of time to finish their studies and work for a degree. New innovative businesses did not seem to require or honor traditional education, and students dropped out en masse, many of them with the aim of becoming
one of the new stars on the glamorous innovative start-up-horizon. However, the empirical results of Backes-Gellner/Werner (2004) indicate that traditional educational
patterns and values, such as finishing an education and meeting a time target, are even
more important for innovative markets than for traditional markets, where other
credible quality indicators might be available.

7. Conclusions
As the examples in the previous chapter show, personnel economics is a powerful tool
to analyze a variety of human resource management strategies. Training strategies, recruiting processes, career incentives, team problems and even entrepreneurial problems have been analyzed successfully with personnel economics theories. Furthermore, the theories and the respective empirical implications have all been tested empirically and are born out well in the data. Of course, personnel economics is only one
perspective to analyze these topics. And it is a perspective that disregards on purpose
many aspects in order to get a clearer picture of causalities and interdependencies.
In contrast to personnel economics, the more behavioural or psychological approaches to human resource management catch more details. Theorists from these
approaches are certainly better observers of human behaviour. Economists are not as
good when it comes to details, but they are better at focusing on what is essential.
Thus, taking notice of each others results may lead to the best of both worlds. Personnel economists should read the literature from traditional human resource management, distil the interesting issues and figure out the best way to explain what is observed and to focus on relevant patterns (Lazear 2001). Thereby, personnel economists eliminate all the details and focus on what is essential. This is not the kind of
picture traditional human resource management would draw. Their analysis goes
much more into detail and covers a much broader range of issues, but at the same
time they are more likely to miss the essential point. So the different approaches to
human resource management should really be viewed as complementary.
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